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Imagine how easy it would be to erect a water tower 
and store a steady supply of water in an elevated tank 
without labour-intensive concrete or construction 
works. The PM Water Tower, a fully equipped water 
tower with a height of 6, comes in just a single box. 

The PM Water Tower offers many advantages!
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Datasheet

PM Water  Tower

   Robust and durable thanks to a galvanised  
water tower with a height of 6m 

   For water tanks with a diameter of up to 2m and  
about 5,000 litres of water

   Safe thanks to an integrated ladder and  
safety railings  

   More water can be stored if several towers are  
arranged next to each other

  Can be used as a 6m high advertisement tower
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PM Pumpmakers GmbH is an Austrian solar company, specializing in the research and  
development of power and water solutions, using renewable energy sources.

To meet the needs of a fast-growing market, Pumpmakers focuses on innovative solar pump 
systems for the supply of rural and urban drinking water, water well construction, water well 
drilling, and agricultural purposes.

A team of engineers and constructors tackles the challenges posed by the global water crisis 
head-on to design and develop truly self-sustainable water pump systems ñ with a clear goal: 
millions of people all over the world should have access to safe, clean drinking water.

Pumpmakers Water Pumps can easily be set up to replace pre-installed water pumps, such as 
hand water pumps, generator-powered water pumps or windmill water pumps.
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